AI for Climate’s Virtual Events Terms and
Conditions of Attendance and Participation
Find here the terms and conditions regarding your participation as attendee or speaker in
any of the AI for Climate’s virtual event, meeting, seminar or conference (the “Virtual Event”).
By registering or speak at the Virtual Event you agree to these terms. If you are registering
on behalf of another individual, it is your responsibility to ensure the person participating is
aware of these terms and accepts them. By completing the registration on behalf of another
individual you are warranting that you have made the Participant aware of these terms and
that they have accepted these terms.
AI for Climate is part of the Future of Earth Program by C Minds, which means that for
purposes of these terms and conditions, the C Minds privacy notice and Code Ethics will
apply.
1. Participant Requirements
1.1 Access. Your registration entitles you to access to the Virtual Event for which you have
registered.
1.2 Image Use. By participating in the Virtual Event, you acknowledge and agree to grant
Virtual Event the right to record, film, live stream, photograph or capture your image in any
media now available or hereafter developed and to distribute, broadcast, use or disseminate
such media.
1.3 Virtual Event Content. You acknowledge and agree that the Virtual Event reserves the
right to change any aspect of the Virtual Event, including, but not limited to, the name of the
Virtual Event, topics, content, program, speakers, performers, hosts, moderators and time.
The content of the Virtual Event will be recorded by the AI for Climate team and will be
accessible in our webpage and social media networks.
2. Prohibited Conduct
2.1 Limitations on Use. By registering for any of the AI for Climate Virtual Events, you agree
not to sell, trade, transfer or share your free access link and/or code, unless such transfer is
granted.

2.2 Disruptive Conduct. You acknowledge and agree that Virtual Event reserves the right to
remove you from the Virtual Event if the AI for Climate team, in its sole discretion,
determines that your participation or behavior creates a disruption or disrespects, in any
form, the participants and the speakers.
2.3 Recording, Live Streaming, and Videotaping. Participants may not record or broadcast
audio or video of sessions at AI for Climate’s Virtual Events.
2.4 AI for Climate is an initiative implemented by C Minds and therefore follows the C Minds
Code of Ethics.
At C Minds, we maintain a professional, respectful, and considerate attitude and strive to
advance the economic and social development of Mexico and surrounding regions through
ethical, innovative practices and responsible knowledge management. This document
outlines the values, responsibilities, and expectations of C Minds employees, collaborators,
partners, as well as Board of Directors and Advisors. Any breach of the following standards
will result in termination or dismissal from involvement with C Minds. You can review it here.
3. Fees and Registration
3.1 Payment. The payment of the applicable fee for the Virtual Event is due upon registration.
If such payment is insufficient or declined for any reason, AI for Climate may refuse to allow
you to access the Virtual Event and shall have no liability in that regard.
3.2 Taxes. The fees may be subject to sales tax, value added tax, or other taxes and duties
which, if applicable, will be charged to you in addition to the fees.
4. Cancellation and Quality Assurance
4.1 Cancellations are subject to the entire Virtual Event registration fee. All sales are final. No
payments will be refunded or refundable. Please note that if you do not cancel and do not
access the Virtual Event, you are still responsible for payment. In no event shall AI for
Climate be obligated to refund all or a portion of the registration fee.
4.3 If AI for Climate is prevented from carrying out its obligations as it pertains to the Virtual
Event you registered for as a result of any cause beyond its control, or such Virtual Event
cannot be Virtually conducted because of a force majeure cause, AI for Climate shall have

the right to immediately terminate the affected Virtual Event without liability and shall be
relieved of its obligations to Registrant. If the affected Virtual Event is terminated due to a
Force Majeure occurrence before the first day of the Virtual Event, then AI for Climate will
reschedule the affected Virtual Event and your registration fee will be applied.
5 Virtual Event Registration Confirmation
5.1 Once you have completed your registration, you will receive your registration
confirmation by email. Please ensure that your valid email is entered correctly on the
registration form. Be sure to check your junk email box too in case any of your Virtual Event
email(s) are caught by spam filters.
5.2 You will receive essential information for registered attendees electronically at the email
address and mailing address that are provided on your registration form.
5.3 In addition, you will also be added to the Virtual Event participant list for notifications of
future Virtual Events.
5.4 If you would like to opt-out of any of these benefits, a link is provided in each email to
provide the ability to opt-out.
6. Your Privacy
All AI for Climate Virtual events are implemented by the Future of Earth Program by C
Minds, therefore the C Minds Privacy Notice will be applied to all AI for Climate Virtual
Events. Find C Minds Privacy Notice here.
7. Intellectual Property
7.1 All the content of any AI for Climate’s Virtual Events, created in collaboration with both
speakers, attendees and participants, can be used and reproduced in C Minds’ and AI for
Climate’s social media networks, webpages and any other digital platform, globally to
disseminate, in perpetuity, without any further approval from you. This gives C Minds the
right to edit and allow others to disseminate the content.

